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CHUCS margherita

2-6 PEOPLE 

Prep:  30-1hour
Cook: 10-15mins

in the box
2 Dough Balls
Tomato Sauce
Garlic Oil
Parmesan
Diced Mozz arell a
Basil
‘00’ flour
(Cereals, Milk, Sulphites)

What you will need: 
A frying pan & a grill - If you don’t
have a grill, then a pizza stone or a
large solid baking tray
A ladle or large spoon
A pizza wheel

SHARE YOUR CREATIONS
@PLATEAWAY
@CHUCSRESTAURANTS 

WWW.PLATEAWAY.COM



method
For the best results, refrigerate the dough balls covered until you
want to use them - you can keep them like this for one day max
Take them out of the fridge & leave them to get to room temperature
before using - This will take bet ween 30 mins to 1 hour
If you leave the dough out too long, it will over prove & be difficult
to handle
Turn the grill to max
Empty all the ingredients into bowls so they are easy to reach
Get your pan red hot - if you have two then heat simultaneously so
you are ready to start the second pizza straight after
Flour the table, place the first ball of dough down & sprinkle a little
more flour on top
Flatten the dough a little, keep the round shape & press around the
edges with your fingers to create a rim
Gently spin and push the edges of the dough outwards with your
fingers until it is around 10 inches
Lift the dough into the pan, spread half of the tomato sauce on the
pizza with the back of the ladle, leaving a gap at the edge
Drizzle on some of the garlic oil, sprinkle on some parmesan & add a
pinch of salt
Tear on a few basil leaves & finally, scatter over half the mozzarella
After a few minutes, lift the edge of the pizza to check the base -
make sure it has browned nicely
Put the pan under the grill & watch it until the dough browns & even
blisters a little on the edges
If you are using the pizza stone or tray, put it in the oven on max heat
while you build the pizza on the table - slide the pizza from the table
onto the tray & into the oven



CHUCS 'NDUJA PIZZA 



CHUCS 'NDUJA PIZZA

2-6 PEOPLE 

Prep:  30-1hour
Cook: 10-15mins

in the box
2 dough Balls 
Tomato Sauce 
Garlic Oil
Diced Mozzarella 
‘Nduja
Sun Blushed Tomatoes 
Black Olives
Capers
Pecorino
‘00’ Flour
(Cereals, Milk, Sulphites)

What you will need: 
A frying pan & a grill - If you don’t
have a grill, then a pizza stone or a
large solid baking tray
A ladle or large spoon
A pizza wheelSHARE YOUR CREATIONS

@PLATEAWAY
@CHUCSRESTAURANTS 

WWW.PLATEAWAY.COM



method
For the best results, refrigerate the dough balls covered until you
want to use them - you can keep them like this for one day max
Take them out of the fridge & leave them to get to room temperature
before using - This will take bet ween 30 mins to 1 hour
If you leave the dough out too long, it will over prove & be difficult
to handle
Turn the grill to max
Empty all the ingredients into bowls so they are easy to reach
Get your pan red hot - if you have two then heat simultaneously so
you are ready to start the second pizza straight after
Flour the table, place the first ball of dough down & sprinkle a little
more flour on top
Flatten the dough a little, keep the round shape & press around the
edges with your fingers to create a rim
Gently spin and push the edges of the dough outwards with your
fingers until it is around 10 inches
Lift the dough into the pan, spread half of the tomato sauce on the
pizza with the back of the ladle, leaving a gap at the edge
Drizzle on some of the garlic oil, sprinkle on some parmesan & add a
pinch of salt
Tear on half of the ‘nduja in small pieces
Add the tomatoes, capers & olives and scatter over the mozzarella &
pecorino
After a few minutes, lift the edge of the pizza to check the base -
make sure it has browned nicely
Put the pan under the grill & watch it until the dough browns & even
blisters a little on the edges
If you are using the pizza stone or tray, put it in the oven on max heat
while you build the pizza on the table - slide the pizza from the table
onto the tray & into the oven



CHUCS truffle pizza



CHUCS truffle pizza

2-6 PEOPLE 

Prep:  30-1hour
Cook: 10-15mins

in the box
2 Dough Balls
200gr Diced Mozzarella
140gr Taleggio
30ml Truffle Oil
Grated Parmesan
12gr Black Truffle
Flour For Dusting 
(Cereals, Milk, Sulphites)

What you will need: 
A frying pan & a grill - If you don’t
have a grill, then a pizza stone or a
large solid baking tray
A ladle or large spoon
A pizza wheel

SHARE YOUR CREATIONS
@PLATEAWAY
@CHUCSRESTAURANTS 

WWW.PLATEAWAY.COM



method
For the best results, refrigerate the dough balls covered until you
want to use them - you can keep them like this for one day max
Take them out of the fridge & leave them to get to room temperature
before using - This will take bet ween 30 mins to 1 hour
If you leave the dough out too long, it will over prove & be difficult
to handle
Turn the grill to max
Empty all the ingredients into bowls so they are easy to reach
Get your pan red hot - if you have two then heat simultaneously so
you are ready to start the second pizza straight after
Flour the table, place the first ball of dough down & sprinkle a little
more flour on top
Flatten the dough a little, keep the round shape & press around the
edges with your fingers to create a rim
Gently spin and push the edges of the dough outwards with your
fingers until it is around 10 inches
Lift the dough into the pan & drizzle over half the truffle oil
Sprinkle over half the parmesan & add a pinch of salt
Scatter over half the mozzarella, making sure to le ave space around
the edges
Break up half of the taleggio, spacing out evenly around the pizza
After a few minutes, lift the edge of the pizza to check the base -
make sure it has browned nicely
Put the pan under the grill & watch it until the dough browns & even
blisters a little on the edges
If you are using the pizza stone or tray, put it in the oven on max heat
while you build the pizza on the table - slide the pizza from the table
onto the tray & into the oven
Grate over the fresh truffle



STORAGE

CONSUME BEFORE

GOT A QUESTION?

3 Days
Can be frozen for 3 months

Transfer all components to the fridge as soon as received. Ensure
all chilled items are cold on arrival; do not eat if warm. 

Email us at info@plateaway.com
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